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A. Fill in the blanks: 

 

1. Reasoning is an act of applying thinking capabilities to derive solution to a given problem. 

 

2. Problem solving approach is a process of generating stepwise to a given problem. 

 

3. The first step in software development is to identify the problem. 

 

4. A rough written step wise solution to a given problem is known as an algorithm. 

 

5. An algorithm is converted into a code the program by using a programming Language. 

 

 

B. Answer the following questions. 

 

1. What do you mean by reasoning? 

Ans: It is an act of thinking applied to derive the solution of a given problem. 

 

2. What is problem solving approach? 

Ans: Problem solving approach is a technique to generate stepwise solution to a given problem. 

 

3. Explain the steps of developing a software. 

Ans: Steps of developing a software: 

i. Identify the problem:  You need to find out what the problem is. 

ii. Code the algorithm:  Design a rough written stepwise solution for a given problem. 

iii. Code the program:  Convert the steps of the algorithm into a program in any      

      computer language. This is known as the program. 

iv. Compile the program:  The computer will check if your program is error free or not. 

v. Run the program: Execute your error free program to derive the solution. 

 

 

 



 

C. Write steps to plan out following: 

 

1. Plan visit to a park. 

                     Ans:  

i. Choose a park. 

ii. Make a list of person who will accompany you. 

iii. Design invitations. 

iv. Send the invites. 

v. Get Ready. 

vi. Go to the park and enjoy. 

 

2. Make chocolate milk shake. 

                  Ans:  

i. Stick a tall glass in the freezer. 

ii. Let the ice cream soften. 

iii. Combine ingredients: - Milk, ice-cream, Chocolate syrup 

iv. Blend it properly. 

v. Serve in a cold glass. 

 

3. Plan a party. 

a. Ans:  

i. Choose a theme. 

ii. Make a guest list. 

iii. Decide the venue. 

iv. Design the invites based on the theme and send. 

v. Decide menu for dinner. 

vi. Send the reminder invites one day before. 

vii. Enjoy the party.  

 

 TO DO: 

 

A. Work in group of two and discuss the advantage of planning before a task. 

        Ans: Advantage of planning before a task: - 

1. Planning facilitates communication, which will help team know what exactly is required of 

them. 

2. Planning allows us to systematically prioritize and make us done more in less time. 

3. When we plan there is organized way of doing that gives good qualitative and quantitative 

output. 

4. A clear plan gives us a sense of aim and makes us accomplish short term as well as long 

term project or goal. 


